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Indoor Ultra Thin LCD Digital Signage Kiosk (With Touch option)  

SKU: 0030026 
 

FEATUES 

The Edis Indoor Ultra Thin LCD Digital Signage Kiosk (With 

Touch option) is Ultra thin and lightweight easily moved indoor 

Kiosks with 32" to 65" Display, Android system 9.0 and choice 

of 10 point touch or no touch 1080P,  300-350cd/m2 

brightness screen.10 touch 0.8 seconds response.Multi-touch 

screen, give you a carefree sense of touch, you can loop video, 

pictures, music. The scrolling subtitle area can be used for 

company introduction, activity promotion, text size and color 

can be set.Remote release, simple and convenient .Make 

management a matter of "clicks" anywhere, anytime.Smart 

split screen, one-click selection.Multi-purpose one screen, split 

screen at will, more flexible operation. Support computer 

remote control advertising machine, without manual operation 

of the advertising machine.Convenient back-end cloud 

management software.5 minutes to get started, 10 minutes to 

master, with professional content production template, detailed 

operation tutorials, can respond to the needs of customers in 

different industries.1080p high definition, LCD screen, make 

your advertisement gorgeous and eye-catching, suitable for 

automobile 4S shop, restaurant, shopping mall, hospital, 

library, bank and other scenes. 

 

 

 

SIGNAGE KIOSK 

Model 32" 43" 49" 55" 65" 

Overall dimensions 1600*458*38MM 1800*594*38MM 1856*673*38MM 1915*749.6*38MM 2065*893*36MM 

Screen display size 698.4*392.85MM 941*531MM 1073*604MM 1210.6*681.4MM 1428*803MM 

Power consumption ≤40W ≤60W ≤70W ≤80W ≤100W 

SPECIFICATIONS 
 

SPECIFICATIONS 

Screen type TFT LCD  CPU Quad-core Cortex-A17 1.8GHz 

Touch Tech infrared 10-point touch with high density  RAM 2GB 

input voltage AC110-240V 50~60 Hz  ROM 8GB 

Standby power ≤0.5W  network RJ45 / Wifi 

Work voltage 12V (Typ.)  interface USB Port：USB 2.0；RJ45：10M/100M；TF 

Card：Push-push type TF socket, support at 

most 32GB TF card 

Resolution 1920(V)*1080(H)  OS Android 7.1 

Brightness 350cd/m  texture The face frame adopts wired drawing process 

of aluminium profile , and the bottom shell is 

cold-rolled steel plate,which is not easy to be 

deformed. 

Contrast 1400:1  surface treatment surface 4mm for toughened glass 
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Viewing Angle Up/Under/Left /Right: 89°/89°/89°/89°  Aluminum paint High-gloss/frosted/industrial paint.There is no 

need to worry about falling off or rusting 

Response time 6ms  Remote release 

system function 

(optional) 

Working temperature -20C ~ 68C  Working humidity 5% ~ 90% 

 


